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Abstract. The current paper presents a state-of-the-art review in the field of ion implantation of
polymers. Numerous published studies of polymers modified by ion beams are analysed. General
aspects of ion stopping, latent track formation and changes of structure and composition of
organic materials are discussed. Related to that, the effects of radiothermolysis, degassing and
carbonisation are considered. Specificity of depth distributions of implanted into polymers impurities
is analysed and the case of high-fluence implantation is emphasised. Within rather broad topic
of ion bombardment, the focus is put on the low-energy implantation of metal ions causing the
nucleation and growth of nanoparticles in the shallow polymer layers. Electrical, optical and
magnetic properties of metal/polymer composites are under the discussion and the approaches
towards practical applications are overviewed.
1. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of synthetic routs for fabrication of
polymer materials with semiconducting properties
new branch of electronics: organic-based functional
devices. On the other hand, doping of traditional
semiconductor materials (Si, Ge, GaAs, etc.) via
ion implantation was one of the conventional
methods at that time. Thus, ion implantation was
suggested as an approach to modify properties of
insulating polymers, in particular, to turn them into
semiconductors [2,3]. Contrarily to the implantation
of conventional semiconductors aiming in doping,
the idea of ion bombardment of polymers lies in a
radiation-induced disruption of chemical bonds with
their subsequent cross-linking and conjugation
leading to the formation of carbon-rich structures
and significant enhancement of conductance in the
modified layer [3-8]. Depending on the polymer type
and implantation regime, the conductance can rise
up to 20 orders of magnitude reaching the level of
poor conductors [2,4,6,9-11].
Since ion bombardment leads to significant
change of the polymer structure, it alters not only
electrical properties. Optical, mechanical, and
tribological characteristics undergo significant
evolution and they can be tuned by controlling the
implantation conditions, thus, allowing to fabricate
various organic-based devices. For instance, light
filters, waveguides and electro-optical modulators
based on the implanted polymers can be produced
[12-16]. Smoothness, hardness, adhesion,
wettability, wear and chemical resistance of the
polymer surfaces are also altered that, in particular,
makes the implantation of organic-based materials
an attractive approach for the applications in biol-
ogy and medicine [17-20].
However, using ion implantation, polymer prop-
erties can be changed not only due to the irradia-
tion-related phenomena. One can embed some im-
purity and fabricate a composite material. Implan-
tation of metal ions to high fluencies leads to the
formation of nanoparticles (NPs). Hence, compos-
ite metal/polymer nanostructured materials can be
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produced which are of great interest for a number of
practical applications. In particular, shallow metal
implantation of polymers is of importance for plas-
tic electronics. By varying the metal species, ion
fluence and current one can control insulator-to-
metal transition (IMT) and provide evolution of
mechanisms of the electrical charge transport from
variable range hopping (VRH) through the carbon-
rich phase of the polymer and metal inclusions up
to pure electron conductance via percolating metal
NPs [21-24]. Some interesting applications
combining electrical and mechanical properties of
metal-implanted polymers, for example, as strain
gauges are suggested [25]. Optical plasmon
resonance and high values of third-order optical
susceptibility of the dielectrics with gold, silver and
copper NPs attract a lot of research attention [26-
30]. These effects are considered to be promising
for nanoscale plasmonics [31] and fabrication of non-
linear optical devices [27]. Ion synthesis of transition
metal NPs in various polymer substrates has been
extensively studied due to the interest in
superparamagnetic and ferromagnetic properties
that can be utilised for developing of magnetic date
storage media, magneto-sensors and magneto-
optical devices [32-36].
Thus, a considerable knowledge about general
aspects of ion stopping and related to it
compositional and structural alterations of polymer
materials is already acquired as well as a number
of applied-oriented research results are published
especially during the last two decades. At the
current stage, it is natural to summarize these data
and overview them. Since the topic of ion implanta-
tion is rather broad, the low-energy regime with typi-
cal values from a few up to ca. 100 keV is mainly
considered. This energy regime is especially
important for high-fluence metal ion implantation
leading to nucleation of NPs in shallow polymer lay-
ers. Electronic, optical and magnetic properties of
such nanocomposite materials are under the dis-
cussion.
2. COMPOSITIONAL AND
STRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS
2.1. Ion stopping and latent track
formation
Effect of ion implantation on structure and
composition of polymers is a complex phenomenon.
A number of physical and chemical processes
originated by the interaction of the impacting ions
with polyatomic target must be taken into account.
These processes depend on the implantation en-
ergy and mechanisms of energy transfer as well as
on the composition and structure of a pristine poly-
mer. Even for low-energy regimes, the density of
energy can be as high as a few hundreds eV per 1
nm of ion track length. Taking into account that the
bond dissociation energy in polymers does not ex-
ceed 10 eV [9], the energy deposited by the projec-
tile leads to multiple breakage of the chemical bonds
within and around the ion path. This highly-
disordered area along the ion trajectory is often called
a latent track [37]. The phenomenon of radiation-
induced degradation of polymer structure is often
referred as radiolysis [9].
It is experimentally shown that the latent tracks
are stable in most cases and they are not recovered
even for long period after the implantation. This
property is used for formations of filters with tiny
pores (submicron diameter) by high-energy through
polymer implantation with subsequent etching of the
radiation-damaged track volumes, see for example
[38]. After a number of experimental and theoretical
investigations on the track formation, the following
picture became the most commonly accepted one.
Radial structure of the latent track represents a core
with surrounding shell or penumbra. The cores are
often experimentally identified with the cavities or
craters on the polymer surface [39,40]. The core
radius ranges from ca. 1 to 10 nm depending on the
implantation regime, ion species and type of
polymer [37,39,41-43]. The core is characterised
by lower material density because of the intensive
bond breakage and formation of the low-mass
fragments. Some of them could be volatile and
escape out from the polymer by diffusion. This
phenomenon is called degassing and it will be
discussed later. The surrounding penumbra presents
less damaged, usually cross-linked material. With
increasing distance from the track axis the
concentration of the cross-links declines slowly and
the composition tends to that characteristic for the
pristine polymer. Density of the radiation defects
also changes along the track, i.e. in longitudinal
direction, depending on the implantation energy and
ion mass.
The density of energy released in the track core
is rather high that leads not only to pure radiation
defect formation but also to heating. Part of the ion
stopping power causes the vibration excitation of
the polymer atoms on the time scale of 10-14-10-12 s
after the ion impact [3, 8]. Then, the excitation energy
converts into thermalisation of the ion track volume
resulting in abrupt local temperature increase which
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with further refinements introduced by Sigmund [45],
Kelly [46] and Bitensky with co-workers [47]. For
instance, molecular dynamic simulations carried out
for 240 keV C+ ions implanted into makrofol E
(C16H14O3) show temperature of 1300K in the track
core [43]. The track area gradually cools down in
radial direction and the temperature decreases to
370K at 7-8 nm distance from the track axis. Thus,
the thermal spike phenomenon causes the rapid
local heating to temperatures much higher than the
glass transition point that leads to the polymer
degradation additional to that originated by the
radiolysis.
While discussing the energy transfer from an ion
to polymer, two principally different mechanisms
should be considered: elastic nuclear collisions and
inelastic electronic interactions [48]. Both
mechanisms act simultaneously during the surface
impact and further ion movement in the target [3].
Their contributions to the total energy loss of the
projectile are characterised by nuclear and electronic
stopping power, Sn and Se, respectively. The nuclear
stopping dominates for heavy ions while the electronic
paper, chemical elements with masses below or
around 20 a.m.u. are assumed. Ratio of these
stopping mechanisms in the total energy loss
changes as the ion slows down. The electronic
stopping dominates at the beginning of the projectile
pass while the nuclear collisions prevail nearly the
depth where the ions stop. Typical depth distributions
of the stopping powers for light C+ and heavy Ag+
ions in polyethylene (PE) calculated using SRIM-
2008 code [49] are presented in Fig. 1.
2.2. Degradation of polymers
Energy transfer in binary nuclear collisions leads to
direct bond breakage. Since the ion energy is much
higher than the binding energy of atoms in a polymer,
the ion imparts enough energy to the primary
replaced atom (recoil) for the following replacements
thus producing non-linear collision cascades [8,48].
Energy deposition by means of the electronic
stopping results in excitation of the polymer units.
]
-12 s [3], it is very probable
that the excitation can migrate to a relatively long
distance from the core of the track (up to 100
polymer units [6]) forming electron excitation
cascades or penambra [50]. Relaxation of the ex-
cited states causes the selective scission of the
weakest bonds. Hence, in contrast to inorganic
materials, breakage of the chemical bonds in
polymers occurs by means of both the nuclear and
electronic stopping.
The bond rupture by the electron excitation is
especially significant in the case of polymers with
heteroatom-containing functional groups [9,11]. For
instance, the implantation of polyimide (PI) with 150
keV Ne+ or 90 keV N+ ions (where Se/Sn > 6.5) leads
first to degradation of the ether linkages [51] and
then to gradual converting of the imide groups into
amide ones [52] with CO as a major released gas-
eous product [53]. Similarly, the irradiation of
polyethersulfone (PES) under the conditions where
the electronic stopping prevails causes selective
reduction of sulfone groups to sulfoxide ones and
then, under high fluences, to sulfide groups [3,54].
Example on the effect of electron excitation for the
case of polyethyleneterephthalate (PET) can be
found in [55]. Heterocyclic groups are more resistant
to the electron excitation. However, because of the
asymmetric system of delocalised -electrons, they
can also be transformed. For example, the electron
beam irradiation of poly(2-vinylpyridine) results in
destruction of pyridine rings and formation of amino
groups [54] while the aromatic rings in PI do not
degrade under the electronic stopping [3, 54]. The
last fact is important in terms of further formation of
polyaromatic structures with -electrons responsible
for the increase of conductance. In general, the
energy transferred to the polymer host during the
implantation as a result of the electronic stopping
is mainly released in the reactions of
dehydrogenation and weak bond breakage. These
processes cause the formation of low-mass
fragments and their yield has been found to be an
Fig. 1. Depth profiles of electronic (Se) and nuclear
(Sn) stopping powers for (a) 50 keV C
+ and (b) 150
keV Ag+ ions in PE calculated using SRIM-2008
code.
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Fig. 2. (a) Chemical formula of PI elementary unit
and (b) the polymer structural transformation upon
implantation. According to [11]. Fig. 3. Schematic representation of (a) scission of
molecular polymer chains and (b) cross-linking
under ion implantation.
increasing function of the electronic stopping power
[56].
Increase of nuclear part in the Se/Sn ratio funda-
mentally influences the character of the processes
occurring in the polymer target. Massive and ran-
dom rupture of the chemical bonds takes place. For
instance, under the implantation of PES with 50 keV
As+ ions (Se/Sn < 0.2) not only the sulfone groups
are broken but acetylene splits out and gives rise to
the formation of 1.4-substituted butadiene [57]. Ion
implantation of PI at low Se/Sn ratio results in both
the disruption of phenyl rings and degradation of
imide groups yielding a number of products: iminic
and pyridinic-like groups as well as tertiary amines
[3,58]. The scheme of the PI transformation under
high-fluence 40 keV Ar+ ion implantation, proposed
in [11], causing the formation of extended
polycondensed structures is presented in Fig. 2.
Thus, both nuclear and electronic stopping of
ions in polymers lead to degradation of the organic
host. There are two possible competing processes:
(i) scission of molecular polymer chains resulting in
fractionating and (ii) free radicals formation
(branching) leading to cross-linking and bonds
conjugation (Fig. 3) [5]. Efficiency of the scission or
cross-linking is closely connected to the type of
polymer. For example, the chain fraction formation
is the most typical for polyisobutylene, whereas PE
and polystyrene (PS) are mainly characterised by
the cross-linking [59,60]. When the number of cross-
links attains a certain critical value, the gel fractions
with a three-dimensional network of bonds between
macromolecules may form [60].
Since material is modified in a small volume
around the individual latent track, a number of
projectiles bombarding the surface or, in other words,
ion fluence is crucial parameter for polymer
degradation. By considering a track radius it is easy
to calculate threshold fluence, at which the sample
surface will be completely filled with ion tracks. At
such fluence separated damaged volumes overlap
and further implantation is carried out into already
modified material. Therefore, one can distinguish two
implantation regimes: (i) a single-track regime where
the tracks are isolated from each other and (ii) a
track overlapping regime. According to the above-
mentioned data on the ion track parameters and
results presented in [3,61,62], the transition from
the single track regime to the overlapping one occurs
for fluence range of 5 1012-5 1013 cm-2 in the case
of light ions and for lower fluences in the case of
heavy ions because they produce larger in diam-
eter latent tracks.
Radiative and thermal processes interplay in a
complex manner in every latent track and, thus,
represent a unified phenomenon of radiothermolysis.
Products of the radiation damage are involved in the
following thermalisation, which is very similar to
conventional pyrolysis of polymers. For majority of
polymers this process is completed at temperatures
of about 1100K. Strong analogy of the polymer
degradation under implantation to the pyrolysis is
shown for various polymers, for instance, by
studying the volatile products using infrared and
mass spectroscopy [63]. In the case of implanted
polymers, the high temperature in the track favour
the cyclisation of the radiation-induced unsaturated
chain fragments by the intramolecular Diels-Alder
mechanism according to which aromatic
hydrocarbons are more stable compared to linear
ones at temperatures above 1100K [9]. As the track
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Fig. 4. Depth distribution of oxygen in PI implanted
by 40 keV Fe+ ions with various fluencies. According
to [68].
Fig. 5. Depth distribution of oxygen in PE implanted
by 100 keV Sb+ ions with fluencies of (1) 1x1014 and
(2) 5x1015 cm-2
the highest fluence is presented as graph (3).
According to [72].
cooled down, the aromatic fragments are tended to
be linked together and stabilised due to extension
of the conjugated system [6,64].
Gaseous compounds realised in
radiothermolysis processes can be emitted, thus,
leading to degassing from the polymer. This
phenomenon is especially pronounced for the case
of low-energy implantation where the damage is
formed in a shallow layer and gases can easily
escape from low depth. Residual gas analysis during
ion implantation reveals the yield of H2, CH4, C2H2,
C3H5, etc. from PE and PS bombarded by 100 keV
He+ and 200 keV Ar+ ions [2]. Large amount of
saturated hydrocarbons (methane, ethane) is
produced by the ion irradiation of polypropylene (PP)
and polybutylene [65]. Typical molecules and
fragments emitted by implanted PI are H2, C2H2, CO,
and CO2 [42]. Therewith, the escape of H2 results in
depending on the type of polymer. Elastic recoil
detection analysis can be used for direct observation
of the hydrogen depletion in polymers as was
demonstrated, for instance, for PI, PET, and
polyetheretherketone (PEEK) implanted by 40 keV
Ni+ ions to high fluencies [66]. Significant reduction
of the hydrogen content was also observed in the
nitrogen-implanted CR-39 polymer using Raman
spectroscopy [67]. Change of oxygen contents can
be examined by Rutherford back-scattering (RBS).
An example of the near-surface depletion of oxygen
in PI implanted by 40 keV Fe+ ions is presented in
Fig. 4 [68].
One of the direct consequences of the degas-
sing is an increase of carbon ratio in the implanted
layer, i.e. carbonisation of polymer [7, 69]. The en-
richment of carbon can be observed, for instance,
in RBS spectra. For the implanted samples, there
is a bump on the background of the signal corre-
sponding to the carbon content characterising the
bon concentration in polymers can be reconstructed
cially well pronounced in the case of implantation of
heavy ions and located at a certain depth under the
surface depending on the implantation energy and
type of polymer [70-72]. An example of the carbon
] + ion
implantation into PE is shown in Fig. 5, curve 3.
Depth profiles of the radiation damage can also
be obtained indirectly by so-called decoration
method. If the polymer does not originally contain
oxygen, the post-implantation oxidation of the
damaged layer can be observed under the exposure
of the polymer to ambient atmosphere. Oxygen
diffuses into polymer and becomes trapped on the
radiation defects. It can also create relatively stable
products and compounds, for instance, carbonyl and
hydroxyl groups [73-75]. This effect was observed,
for instance, for PE and PP implanted by various
ions [70-72,76-78]. One of such profiles can be seen
in Fig. 5, curve 1. However, if the polymer is
implanted with high fluence leading to significant
carbonisation yielding structures with conjugated
bonds and minority of radicals, oxygen has lower
probability to be trapped in this layer. Hence, one
can find a minimum in the depth distribution of oxy-
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Fig. 6.
+ ions. According
to [80].
Fig. 7. Stages of polymer carbonisation versus
implantation fluence. See text for details.
in Fig. 5. Good examples of decoration of the radia-
tion damage are also given by post-implantation dif-
fusion of molecular iodine [79-81]. Fig. 6 shows how
the iodine depth distribution evolves depending on
the implantation fluence. For lower fluencies, the
distribution more or less follows the profile of radia-
tion damage introduced by ions due to the nuclear
stopping. However, with fluence increase (1 1015
cm-2) strong carbonisation of the implanted layer
occurs that leads to the iodine depletion in the layer
enriched by carbon [80]. Formation of similar anoma-
lous depth profiles was also found for the Li diffu-
sion from water solution of LiCl into the PET im-
planted by 150 keV Ar+ ions [82].
Ion bombardment does not result in the com-
plete carbonisation of the implanted layer. The ef-
fect is very sensitive to ratio between Sn and Se be-
cause nuclear stopping is more efficient in bond
rupture and, thus, in degassing. For instance, un-
der the implantation of PE by F+ ions, carbon con-
centration in the implanted layer comes to satura-
tion at level of ca. 40 at.% [52] compared to 33
at.% in the pristine polymer. However, the carbon
content reaches 65-85 at.% (depending on ion
fluence) in the PE implanted by heavy As+ ions
[70,71,83]. Carbonisation process is also depen-
dent on type of polymer and its structure. When the
initial content of carbon is higher, as in the case of
PI (78 at.%) and polyamide-6 (PA) (77.5 at.%), the
carbon concentration in the shallow surface layer
can reach 87-89 at. % under high-fluences (5 1016-
1 1017 cm-2) as was, for instance, found for 100 keV
B+ ion implantation [84]. The process of the ion-
induced carbonisation of polymers under implanta-
tion of heavy ions is practically accomplished at
the fluence level of (1-5) 1015 cm-2. In the case of
lighter ions, this occurs at higher fluencies
[19,76,77,85].
The effect of carbonisation is of considerable
interest because of significant change of the structure
and properties of polymers. At low implantation
fluencies corresponding to single track regime, the
carbon-enriched zones are formed in the latent
]
or clusters [76,85]. This structural rearrangement
occurs through the condensation of the aromatic
and unsaturated fragments and results in sp2 bonded
carbon atoms. Formation of the carbon clusters is
found using transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and neutron scattering measurements. Sizes of the
inclusions vary from a few to a few tens of nm [86,87].
Optical spectroscopy study reveals nucleation of
carbon clusters of about 2 nm in size in PE and PA
implanted by 100 keV boron and nitrogen ions
[85,88]. For the case of high-fluence Ar+ ion
implantation in CR-39 polymer with energy of 130
keV, the number of carbon atoms per cluster was
found to reach a couple of hundreds [89] that is
consistent with the above-mentioned microscopy
measurements. With fluence increase, the latent
tracks overlap and the -bonded carbon clusters
grow and aggregate forming the network of
conjugated C=C bonds. At very higher fluencies it
leads to the growth of a quasi-continuous
carbonaceous layer buried under the polymer surface
[90] which can even be transformed into the phase
mostly consisting of amorphous carbon or graph-
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Fig. 8. Depth profiles of 40 keV tungsten implanted
into PET with fluencies of (a) 5x1016, (b) 1x1017 and
(c) 2x1017 cm-2. Reprinted from [96] with permission
from Elsevier.
Fig. 9. (a) Scanning TEM image (in cross-section)
and (b) SEM image (frame size is 600x600 nm) of
PET implanted by 40 keV tungsten ions with fluence
of 1x1017 cm-2. Reprinted from [96] with permission
from Elsevier.
ite-like material [91]. For some cases of the high-
fluence implantation of gas and carbon ions in poly-
mer films, the formation of diamond like carbon in-
clusions with sp3 bonds was found using Raman
spectroscopy [92].
Following stages of carbonaceous phase
formation with increase of ion fluence were suggested
for polymers in [69]: (i) degassing, transformation
of functional groups and cross-linking within the
latent track areas of the polymer resulting in
 
and growth of the carbon-enriched clusters; (iii)
aggregation of the carbon clusters up to formation
of the quasi-continuous carbonaceous buried layer
characterised by the network of conjugated bonds;
(iv) transition of the carbonised phase to amorphous
carbon or graphite-like material. The corresponding
diagram is presented in Fig. 7. It is also obvious
that both the degassing and carbonisation
phenomena lead to compaction of the implanted
layer: polymer density can increase factor of 2 for
high fluencies [92].
3. DEPTH DISTRIBUTION OF
IMPLANTED IMPURITIES
3.1. Projected ranges and diffusion
An incident ion slows down in a matter due to the
interactions with nuclei and electrons and finally
comes to rest at some depth called projected range
Rp (projection of the total pathlength on the direction
of penetration). Stopping of ions and their Rp can be
modelled, for instance, using Monte-Carlo method.
In particular, one of the well-known simulation codes
SRIM is found to be rather well predicting depth pro-
files of various ions for the wide spectrum of solid
state materials [49]. However, for polymers, the
experimentally obtained depth distributions of the
implanted species in many cases differ significantly
from the simulated ones. As the typical implanta-
tion fluencies required for many applications are
between 1 1014 - 1 1016 cm-2, this leads to signifi-
cant alteration of structure and composition of poly-
mers. In particular, the carbonisation causes com-
paction, thus, the increase of density. It is worth
noting that this is a continuous process, i.e. the
polymer undergo a gradual change in structure and
composition during the implantation. Hence, the fi-
nal depth profile can be represented as a sum of
the depth distributions accumulated during various
stages of the implantation. As a result, Rp is found
to be 10-30% shorter (especially for heavy ions) and
a range straggling Rp can be up to 120% higher in
the experiments compared to the simulations by
SRIM [93-95]. In Fig. 8 the experimental depth pro-
files of W implanted in PET are presented [96]. One
can clearly see that with the fluence increase the
profile shapes convert from the Gaussian-like to
asymmetric ones and the maximum of concentra-
tion shifts towards surface due to the effects of ion
mixing, target compaction and surface sputtering.
At very high fluencies the implanted tungsten at-
oms form NPs in the ultra-shallow layer (Fig. 9a).
These particles are partly towered above the sur-
face as one can see in scanning electron micros-
copy (SEM) image shown in Fig. 9b. Computer
codes including change of the near-surface layer
composition due to cascade atom mixing as well
as sputtering of the surface layer lead to more pre-
cise predictions of depth distribution of the implanted
species. Examples of such codes are TRYDIN and
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Fig. 10. Depth profiles of Ni implanted with energy of 40 keV and various fluencies into PEEK. The profile
calculated using SRIM-2006 is presented as dashed line. Reprinted from [66] with permission from Elsevier.
Fig. 11. Depth profiles of 80 keV argon implanted
into PI with various fluencies. The profile calculated
using SRIM-2000 code is presented as well (in rel.
un.). According to [11].
DYNA [97,98]. For instance, in the case of 60 keV
implantation of silver and copper ions into PMMA, it
was shown that TRYDIN quite well predicts depth
distribution of the metals demonstrating shift of the
concentration maximum towards surface with
fluence increase [99]. Similar tendency was recently
reported for 60 keV Ni+ ions implanted into
polycarbonate (PC), PI, PET and PEEK [25,66].
However, in the case of extremely high fluencies
(over 1 1017 cm-2) anomalous depth profiles were
found (Fig. 10). They are characterised by the
decrease of Ni concentration and surface-located
maximum of the depth distribution. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images show very high surface
erosion [100] which could be caused not only by
the very high fluencies but also by relatively high
ion current densities (4-10 A/cm2) leading to sig-
nificant heating of the surface and possible thermal
degradation.
One more important phenomenon which changes
final depth distribution of the implanted impurity is
diffusion. For instance, experimental Rp values were
observed to be more than 2 times higher compared
to the simulated ones for inert gases (Ar, Xe, and
Kr) [93,101]. These profiles typically demonstrate
long inward tails. The experimentally obtained val-
ues of the diffusion coefficient follow Arrhenius type
of behaviour.
In the case of very high-fluence (> 1 1017 cm-2)
and low energy (50 keV) Xe+ ion implantation, where
the projected range in the polymer is rather short,
the layer concentration of the implanted xenon was
found to be much lover than the fluence value [102].
It was suggested that some part of the implanted
gas atoms undergoes diffusion towards the surface
and escapes from the polymer. Similar effect was
observed for PI implanted by 80 keV Ar+ ions to very
high fluences (Fig. 11) [11]. Furthermore, Ar atoms
implanted with 40 keV to high fluencies were not
found in the polymer at all [11]. In this case, the
diffusion-stimulated escape of the gas atoms was
intensified by heavy sputtering of the polymer. AFM
images demonstrate the surface disorder with rough-
ness of about 30 nm (Fig. 12) which is comparable
with Rp.for this implantation. The same phenomenon
of absence of Ar was reported for the
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) implanted with en-
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Fig. 12. AFM image of PI surface implanted by 40
keV Ar+ ions with fluence of 7.5x1016 cm-2 at ion
current density of 8 A/cm2.
ergy of 30 keV and fluencies of 1 1015 and 1 1016
cm-2 [103].
Diffusion has an especially significant effect on
the distribution of light species implanted into
polymers. For instance, early experiments on 6Li+
and 10B+ ion implantation show that the resulting
depth profiles are close in shape to those predicted
for the electronic stopping of the ions [104]. The
impurities diffuse towards the surface and they are
captured by the radiation defects produced due to
the ionisation effects dominating in the total stopping
energy loss. It is shown that the transition from the
]
place if the contribution of the electronic stopping is
significantly high compared to the nuclear stopping
(Se  (2-5) Sn) [105]. Later models show that the
implanted atoms are redistributed immediately af-
ter their ballistic slowing-down. The mobility of the
implant is enhanced in the radiation-damaged layer
and the local diffusion enhancement as well as trap-
ping being controlled by the electronic stopping [106].
It is also found that the shape of the depth profiles
changes with increase of both the fluence and im-
plantation energy [106,107]. By the example of bo-
ron implantation into various polymers, it is observed
that the profiles become bimodal at high fluences
[85,108]. The boron distribution consists of a bulk
maximum and a surface peak (Fig. 13). The bulk
part of the profile resembles more or less the distri-
bution of collision energy transfer (due to the nuclear
stopping). The surface peak appears as a result of
the diffusion presumably via the latent tracks.
Another case of diffusion-induced distribution
was found for the polymers implanted with high
fluences (1016-1017 cm-2) of 40 keV cobalt and iron
ions [68,109]. Beyond the near-surface peak, the
Fig. 13. Depth distributions of boron implanted with
energy of 100 keV and fluence of 5x1016 cm-2 into
PA, PE and cellulose (CE). The profile calculated
using TRIM-95 code is presented as well. According
to [85].
Fig. 14. Depth profiles of cobalt implanted with
energy of 40 keV and various fluencies into PI. The
profile calculated using SRIM-2000 code is
presented as well (in rel. un.). According to [109].
depth distributions exhibit inward tails with weakly-
pronounced additional maxima of concentration of
Fe and Co atoms (Fig. 14). The inward tail is most
probably related to both an appearance of strain
waves and a heating of polymer surface under the
implantation with rather high ion current densities
(4-12 A/cm2) stimulating rapid metal diffusion into
the polymer bulk. The strains could appear as a
sing of the volatile compounds and compacting of
the surface layer due to the carbonisation. One can
also not exclude the formation of cracks to the depth
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Fig. 15. TEM cross-sectional image of NPs nucle-
ated in PI implanted by 100 keV Au+ ions with fluence
of 5x1016 cm-2. Reprinted with permission from [121].
exceeding the implanted region due to the above-
mentioned reasons. Similar surface damages were
observed, for example, on polyetherimide and PTFE
implanted to high fluences [110, 111]. Nucleation of
metal NPs under high-fluence implantation (above
ca. 1 1016 cm-2) should be also taken into account
while considering alteration of polymer structure and
composition. This topic is discussed below.
3.2. Nucleation of metal NPs
Polymer composites containing metal NPs can be
prepared using several ways: by chemical synthesis
in an organic solvent [29], vacuum deposition on
viscous polymers [112], plasma polymerisation
combined with metal evaporation [113] etc. All these
methods have advantages and disadvantages.
Some of common problems are: a low filling factor
and a large dispersion in sizes and shapes of NPs.
Ion implantation enables a high metal filling factor
to be reached in a solid matrix beyond the equilibrium
limit of solubility. The system relaxes by precipitation
of metal as the NPs. Advantage of the method is in
a possibility to form any composite of metal/dielectric
[3,6,69]. One can also control depth at which NPs
are formed and to a certain extent size of NPs. First
studies on ion synthesis of metal NPs in dielectrics
Na, K, and Au were formed in non-organic glasses
and crystals [114,115]. The formation of particles in
organic matrices was realised at the beginning of
]
experiments on implantation of Fe ions into
polymers.
Threshold fluences at which the particles start
nucleating are found to be about 1 1016 cm-2 for
majority of polymers. NPs can be directly observed
using TEM [100,110,118-120]. One of the examples
is shown in Fig. 15 [121]. Metal clustering in
polymers is caused by the high metal cohesive
energy and low metal-polymer interaction energy.
Process of nucleation of NPs in the implanted layer
consists of a few stages: metal accumulation up to
supersaturation, formation of few-atoms nuclei and
their growth [28]. Assuming that the NP growth
occurs by successive joining of the single atoms
one can conclude that the process is governed by
both the local concentration of metal and diffusion
coefficient. The particles nucleated at fluencies just
slightly above the threshold one are usually spherical
in shape. Mean size (diameter) depends on type of
both the metal and polymer. For instance, for Ag
and Cu the size is found to be about few nm in
epoxy resin [119] and PMMA [120]. About same
sizes were determined for Au NPs in PI and
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [121,122] and for Ni
NPs in PI and PET [100]. While for high-fluence Fe
implantation in PMMA and PI, the particle size could
reach a couple tens of nm [32,120,123]. It is also
experimentally found that NPs of the same metal
has tendency to reduce in size with increase of
specific density of the polymer substrate [35].
One of disadvantages of ion implantation is sta-
tistically non-uniform distribution of the metal
atoms over the depth. This leads to a size dispersion
of NPs. Larger in size particles are formed at the
depth corresponding to highest concentration, i.e.
to Rp of the metal ions. Increase of ion fluence
typically leads to enlargement of the NPs followed
by widening of the size distribution. Growth of the
metal NPs is affected by many factors: metal con-
centration, mobility of atoms and parameters of the
polymer media such as composition and structure
which undergo drastic alteration under the high-
fluence implantation. Carbonisation and radiation-
induced disordering of the structure effect the metal
diffusion. Polymer viscosity is found to be playing
important role for the NP nucleation and growth
[124]. Ostwald ripening, where smallest particles
dissociate and released metal atoms enlarge other
NPs, is one of the mechanisms playing important
role in the growth process, especially at high ion
current density implantation regimes.
As briefly mentioned in section 3.1, one of the
consequences of high-fluence ion implantation is
sputtering of polymer target. Sputtering rates of
polymer materials are few times higher compared
to metal atoms incorporated into substrate during
the implantation. For low-energy implantation, metal
NPs are formed just beneath the surface and, thus,
sputtering of thin polymer layer at later stage of
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Fig. 16. (a) AFM and (b) SEM images of PI surface
implanted by 40 keV Cu+ ions with fluence of
1.25x1017 cm-2 at ion current density of 12 A/cm2.
Size of the frames in both panels is 2x2 m. Both
images reveal the metal NPs just below and at the
surface level.
Fig. 17. TEM in plane image of PET implanted by
40 keV Fe+ ions with fluence of 1.5x1017 cm-2.
According to [128].
implantation leads to the towering of already nucle-
ated (at earlier stage of implantation) very shallow-
located NPs. AFM is one of the methods that can
image these towered NPs as hemispherical protru-
sions. Such a possibility was demonstrated for shal-
low-implanted crystalline dielectrics [125-127] as
well as for polymers [68,100,128,129]. Using both
topography and phase imaging it was possible to
prove that the observed surface protrusions
correspond to metal NPs [130]. Good correlation
between the images obtained using AFM and TEM
[128] as well as AFM and SEM was obtained. See,
for instance, Fig. 16 showing the AFM and SEM
images of the same sample of PI with the NPs formed
in the result of high-fluenece copper implantation.
At very high fluencies, the nucleated NPs start
agglomerating that can result in formation of worm-
like structures as shown for the case of Fe in PET
in Fig. 17. Very similar surface topography was ob-
served by AFM for the high-fluence implantation of
Au into PDMS [131]. However, not all implanted at-
oms contribute to the formation of metal NPs. In
the case of Fe and Co, it is measured that NPs
contain only up to 65% of atoms implanted into PI
with fluence of 1.25 1017 cm-2 [35,123]. The rest is
still in atomic form. Phase analysis of the metal/
polymer composites synthesised by the implanta-
tion shows that: iron preferably forms NPs of -Fe
with some contribution of Fe3O4 phase in various
polymers [35,120]; cobalt NPs in PI are pure metal-
lic with small fraction bounded to carbonyl group
[68] (this fraction is most probably formed by atomic
Co, not by Co of the NPs); Ag NPs in PMMA have
fcc structure, no chemical compounds with silver
atoms are found [28]; Cu NPs in PMMA are formed
from both the pure metallic phase and Cu2O [120].
It is worth mentioning one more interesting ap-
proach to synthesize metal NPs based on irradia-
tion of viscous polymers [124,132,133]. The use of
the viscous state of the polymer offers a possibility
to increase the diffusion coefficient of the implanted
impurities up to 8-10 orders of magnitude at room
temperature [132]. Thus, the growth of metal NPs
is consistent with homogeneous diffusion mecha-
nism in contrast to heterogeneous mechanism in
solid state polymers. After the implantation, the vis-
cous matrix can be transformed into the solid-state.
Ion synthesis of Co NPs in viscous epoxy has shown
that the size and crystalline structure of the par-
ticles can be tuned by change of the polymer vis-
cosity [133].
4. PROPERTIES OF IMPLATED
POLYMERS
4.1. Electrical properties
Implantation-induced disorder of polymers leads to
alteration of electronic structure and, thus, to change
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Fig. 18. Resistivity and optical gap versus ion fluence
of 40 keV argon-implanted PI. According to [11].
of conductance. Typically, conductance increases
with ion fluence due to the carbonisation of the
polymer. An exception is the high-fluence
implantation of metals where the formation of NPs
and increase of metal volume fraction also contribute
to the charge carrier transport. This phenomenon
will be discussed separately below.
In arbitrary case, the conductance only slightly
depends on the ion species being mainly determined
by the energy transfer to polymer matrix during the
stopping of ions [2,134,135]. Depending on type of
polymer and implantation parameters (fluence,
energy, ion current density and temperature) it is
possible to vary the resistivity within ca. 20 orders
of magnitude starting from pure dielectrics (ca. 1015-
1018 .cm) and ending in the range of poor conduc-
tors (10-1-10-3 .cm). An example, how the resis-
tance decreases with the increase of ion fluence, is
shown in Fig. 18 for the case of Ar-implanted PI.
The graphs also demonstrate good correlation of
conductance and optical band gap. This topic will
be discussed in more detail in section 4.2. It is worth
noting that for the same implantation conditions the
conductance can differ for a few orders of magni-
tude for diverse polymers due to the difference in
the structural and compositional alterations under
the ion-beam treatment.
Due to the carbonisation the carbon atoms have
tendency to clusterisation with sp2 hybridisation.
This type of chemical bonding possesses unpaired
-electrons which become charge carriers in the
implanted polymers [136]. The most probable
mechanisms providing the charge carriers transport
between the clusters is hopping or tunnelling [102].
Since the conducting phase in the implanted layer
is formed of the discrete clusters the conductance
has a threshold character showing the percolation
transition for the fluence range corresponding to the
track overlapping. This percolation behaviour is
confirmed by number of publication [2,135,137] and
discussed in detail, for instance, in [6,9]. A stick-
slip nature in the conductivity dependence with
subsequent saturation (plateau effect), which can
be seen in Fig. 18 and found for various polymers
implanted to high fluences [11,138-141], is in good
agreement with the structural alteration of polymers
towards materials containing amorphous carbon or
graphite-like structures as described in section 2.2.
Measurements of temperature dependence of
conductance or resistance give more detailed infor-
mation on the mechanisms of charge transport. In
general, the temperature dependence of conductiv-
ity  can be described in terms of following equa-
tion
m
T T T
0 0
( ) exp / ,  (1)
where 0 is the conductivity at temperatureT 
and T0 is the characteristic temperature. The power
m is crucial for determining the conduction mecha-
nism. For band conduction in extended states, m =
1. If states are not extended but Andersen
localisation throughout the whole band so that any
mobility edge is in a higher energy band, a nearest-
neighbour hopping occurs which can also lead to a
temperature dependence with m = 1 [102].
For a truly disordered material, Mott and Devis
predicted a VRH mechanism between localised
states [142]. For this mechanism m has following
relation with the dimensionality D
m D1/ 1 .  (2)
A three-dimensional (3D) VRH thus corresponds to
m = 1/4. 2D and 1D models represent Eq. (1) with
the power equal to 1/3 and 1/2, respectively. Majority
of polymers implanted with low or medium fluences
(1013-1015 cm-2) exhibit temperature dependence of
conductance well described by Eq. (1) with
m = 1/2 [57,135,138,139]. It was suggested [139]
that 1D hopping mechanism dominates in this case.
However, it is hard to believe that the disordered by
implantation polymer can form the structures pro-
viding pure 1D conductance. Another possibility,
suggested by Wang and co-authors [143], assumes
that conduction along the ion tracks would be 1D in
nature while conduction in the highly disordered re-
gion, around the mean ion range, may be 3D. This
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Fig. 19. Current-voltage dependence of PE implanted
by 100 keV B+ ions with fluence of 5 1015 cm-2.
According to [90].
model of the mixed conduction mechanisms gives
reasonable agreement with the experimental results
and allows calculating average characteristic
temperatures and activation energies which are
found to be decreasing functions of ion fluence.
With further fluence increase, the value of power
m is observed to be decreasing to 1/3 or 1/4, for
example, for PI implanted by N+ and Ar+ ions
[52,140], PE and PA bombarded by B+ and Sb+ ions
[90,144]. For the cases of m = 1/3 the formation of
a quasi-2D electron gas in the buried carbonised
layer was suggested [85]. Otherwise, 3D VRH
dominates [52,144,145]. Several groups reported the
conduction behaviour with m = 1 for the cases of
either high-energy (MeV) [146] or high-fluence (1016
cm-2) [147] implantation of polymers. It is also found
that m value can be close to 1 (0.7-0.8) but does
not reach it even for high fluences (1017 cm-2) as for
boron implantation into PE [90]. In this case the
heavily carbonised layer can represent either the
mechanism of conductance with constant activa-
tion energy or the nearest-neighbour hopping.
Current-voltage (I-V) dependences of the im-
planted polymers are typically found to be linear
[90,148,149]. However, a hysteresis-like behaviour
for I-V plots is observed for PE implanted with
medium fluences (Fig. 19) [90]. This effect can be
attributed to the aligning of the electric dipoles in
the implanted layer by the applied electric field: the
orientation of the dipoles being retained due to a
relatively high resistivity of the layer. The occurrence
of the dipole moments is related to the individual
carbon clusters enriched by -electrons and
separated from each other by insulating barriers.
With fluence increase over 1 1016 cm-2 the effect
vanishes that is explained by overlapping of the
carbonised inclusions. Similarly, no hysteresis effect
was observed for implantation of 50 keV Si+ ions
into PMMA with fluencies  1 1016 cm-2 [150].
Metal-implanted polymers represent a special
case regarding the conductance. Typically, resistivity
of the layer implanted by metal ions is lower
compared to implantation of non-metal species with
the same fluence. The lowest values are reported
for the Cu- and Ag-implanted PET reaching
1.5 10-4 .cm for the fluence of 2 1017 cm-2 [151].
Similar values of ca. 1 10-4 .cm were measured
for the streaming plasma implantation of gold into
PMMA with dose of 3.2 1016 cm-2 [23]. For Au- and
Ti-implanted PDMS the resistivity was shown to
saturate near 1 k /square for the fluencies above
2 1016 cm-2 [152]. Conversion of this value gives the
bulk resistivity of 2.2 10-6 and 4.2 10-5 .cm for
gold and titanium, respectively. These examples
allow assuming that in the polymers implanted with
high-fluence metal ions electron transport can be
caused by both the radiation-induced changes of
the material and the filling with metal [153].
For PI implanted with high fluences (2.5 1016-
1.25 1017 cm-2) of Co+ ions at ion current density of
4 A/cm2 VRH is found to be dominating mecha-
nism [21]. As can be seen in Fig. 20 the curves
corresponding to the lowest fluences follow a linear
function in co-ordinates R - (1/T)1/4 but only in the
high-temperature interval of the measurements. With
fluence increase, the linear function with m = 1/4
extrapolates the experimental dependences down
to T  40K. Below this temperature, R ~ (1/T)1/3
(Fig. 20, insertion). Co+ ion implantation with a
fluence of 1.25 1017 cm-2 at j = 8 and 12 A/cm2
leads to a significant change in the temperature
dependence of resistance (Fig. 21). The dependence
with a minimum which is shown in the figure is typi-
cal for disordered (granular) metal films. Calcula-
tion of a local activation energy using the method
proposed in [154] allows suggesting metallic type
of electron transport in these samples or, in other
words, IMT due to agglomeration of Co NPs forming
a percolation way for the charge carriers. It is shown
that both quantum effects of weak localisation and
electron-electron interaction give a significant con-
tribution to the transport mechanism and conduc-
tivity can be described by the equation
T AT B T1/ 2
0
( ) ln ,   (3)
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where A and B are the fit parameters. The IMT tran-
sition was also found for PET implanted by 40 keV
Fe+ ions with fluence of 1.0 1017 cm-2 at j = 4
A/cm2 [22].
According to commonly-accepted theories of
electronic transport in isotropic percolating materials,
the bulk conductivity of a metal/insulator composite
near the IMT can be given by the power law
t
C0
,  (4)
where and C are the normalised metal
concentration and the critical concentration
corresponding to the percolation, respectively. For
the percolation regime, exponent t is predicted to
be less than 2 [155]. Percolation threshold can vary
significantly depending on the composites. In the
literature, one can find C between 0.01 and 0.5
[155]. For the above-mentioned cases of cobalt and
iron implantation, C was estimated to be about 0.20-
0.25. Transition to percolation was demonstrated
for low-energy implantation of Au and Ti in PDMS to
high fluencies [152]. The percolation thresholds were
measured to be as low as 0.06-0.08 for gold and
0.11-0.13 for Ti. For the streaming plasma ultra-
shallow implantation of gold into PMMA, C was
determined at around 0.47 [23, 24].
Study of electrical properties of implantation-
modified polymers is of significant importance for
plastic electronics which is a forefront research area
Fig. 20. Temperature dependence of resistance of
PI implanted by 40 keV Co+ ions with various
fluences at ion current density of 4 A/cm2. The
~ 17 cm-2
is in insertion. According to [21].
Fig. 21. Temperature dependence of resistance of
PI implanted by 40 keV Co+ ions with fluence of
~ 17 cm-2 at two different ion current densi-
ties. According to [21].
where organic semiconductors replace the present
silicon based technology. Thus, conducting poly-
mers are essential components to this field, as well
as exhibiting other important properties applicable
in photonics, chemical/biosensors and as bio-com-
patible materials [20]. Some of these applications
will be mentioned in the next sections. Recently, it
was demonstrated that variation of electrical con-
ductance of shallow metal-implanted polymers as
a function of the applied surface load can be used
for strain gauge applications [25].
4.2. Optical properties
Implantation-induced alteration of polymer structure
and composition changes optical properties.
Optically transparent polymers acquire some colour
after implantation [12]. The colour changes from pale
yellow to deep brown or grey with the fluence
increase; metallic lustre appears at high fluences
(  1 1015 cm-2) [156]. This phenomenon is consistent
with the red shift of the absorption edge as can be
seen in Fig. 22. This shift is caused by the
carbonisation, in particular, by the nanodimensional
carbon-enriched clusters which were discussed in
Section 2.2. Thus, analysis of optical spectra al-
lows extracting the cluster size [85,88]. Assuming
that finite carbon clusters are composed of some
number of fused benzene rings the following rela-
tion derived for amorphous carbon [157] can be used:
g
E N 1/ 22 ,  (5)
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Fig. 22. Optical transmission spectra of PA
implanted by 100 keV B+ ions with different fluences.
According to [88].
Fig. 23. Dependence of optical gap on ion fluence
for various polymers implanted by different species
and various energies. Conditions are indicated in
the panel. According to [88,160,161].
where Eg is the optical gap, which can be evaluated
using the Tauc plot [158] for the optical spectrum, 
 ]  =
2.9) and N is the number of benzene rings forming
the cluster. By known value of the optical gap one
can extract the number of rings, i.e. approximate
the cluster size. Optical gap decreases with ion
fluence [67,150], i.e. with the increase of
carbonisation but the gap value typically saturates
at fluencies of (1-2) 1016 cm-2 as can be seen in
Fig. 23. For the implanted PP [148], PS [159], PE
[88,160], and PA [88] the saturation value was found
to be about 0.6 eV. For the PC implanted by 50 keV
Ar+ ions with fluence of 1.2 1016 cm-2 the optical
gap becomes as small as 0.4 eV [161]. According
to Eq. (5) value of 0.6 eV corresponds to a carbon
cluster comprising about 100 benzene rings, i.e. of
~2.0-2.5 nm in mean diameter [85,88]. This esti-
mate is rough because the equation is valid only for
]
overestimate the energies of the optical transitions
in the -systems. Nevertheless, optical
spectroscopy enables to trace the major stages of
carbonaceous phase formation in implanted
polymers. For example, the nucleation of smaller
clusters (wider optical gap before saturation) for PA
compared to other polymers (see Fig. 23) can be a
result of incorporation of heteroatoms (nitrogen) into
the clusters reducing the size of extended region of
the -electron conjugated system.
Change of optical gap for implanted polymers is
in good correlation with the change of electrical
resistance (as can be seen in Fig. 18) because both
phenomena are strongly connected to the chemical
and structural modification of the polymer. This
correlation is found for variety of polymers and well
illustrated, for instance, for the PI implanted by Ar
with high-fluence and high ion current density [11].
~ 17 cm-2 the optical gap becomes
as small as 0.25 eV. This value is close to that
typical for amorphous carbon. From the correlation
of optical, paramagnetic and electrical parameters
it is suggested that the optical gap can
approximately correspond to the band gap of the
semiconducting material formed due to the polymer
alteration under the implantation.
Optical parameters such as refractive index and
extinction coefficient can be calculated from the
absorption and reflection spectra of the implanted
polymers [162]. They change significantly under
irradiation: refractive index is essentially dependent
on the implantation energy and it is increasing
function of fluence [16,163]. For some polymers,
the reflectivity increases by a factor of 5 after the
implantation compared to non-implanted substrates
[164]. It is worth noting that rather small fluences
(1013-1014 cm-2) can be used for efficient control of
optical parameters. Tuning the refractive index by
implantation allows using this method for formation
of planar waveguides in the polymer films. By
masking technology or photolithography it is possible
to make either surface or buried waveguides
depending on the implantation energy [15,16]. The
specimens of Y-branches and interferometers were
produced (Fig. 24) [15]. Technology for formations
of Mach-Zehnder modulator using reactive ion beam
etching of PI was suggested [14]. The nonlinear
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Fig. 24. Schematic pictures of (a) planar splitter
and (b) Mach-Zehnder interferometer produced by
high-energy implantation of C+ ions with fluence of
1 1012 cm-2. Reprinted from [15] with permission
from Elsevier.
Fig. 25. Maximum PL intensity (at wavelength of
650 nm) versus implantation fluence of PMMA
implanted by Si+ ions with energy of 30 keV. Open
symbols correspond to excitation by laser power of
PL intensity of unimplanted PMMA. Reprinted from
[165] with permission from Elsevier.
properties such as an electronic nonlinear refrac-
tive index and high values of a third-order suscepti-
bility are expected for the implanted polymers due
to the conjugation systems sharing -electrons that
could be highly polarizable and could lead to Kerr
effect in an intense electric field [13].
Interesting results were shown on low-energy (30-
50 keV) Si+ ion implantation of PMMA [165]. The
high-fluence embedding of Si leads to significant
enhancement of photoluminescence (PL) of the
polymer. As can be seen in Fig. 25, the PL intensity
increases factor of 2-3 with the fluence rise for the
samples implanted with energy of 30 keV. For the
implantation energy of 50 keV and fluence of 1x1015
cm-2 an increase of PL intensity up to 5 times com-
pared to the unimplanted samples was reported.
However, it is not clear from the paper if the PL
enhancement is mainly related to the formation of
Si NPs.
Additionally to interest in reflectivity and photo-
luminescence of implanted polymers, the phenom-
enon of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) of metal
NPs in organic-based media attracts considerable
attention. SPR phenomenon gives rise to nonlinear
optical effects, for instance, high nonlinear third-or-
der susceptibility when exposed to ultra-short (ps
or fs) laser pulses [26,166]. In practice, SPR effect
may be enhanced by raising the nanoparticle con-
centration in the host matrix, i.e. by increasing the
volume fraction of the metal phase (filling factor).
Systems with a higher filling factor offer a higher
nonlinear third-order susceptibility which is of inter-
est for practical applications [166].
Noble metal NPs exhibit the most pronounced
SPR effect and, hence, the highest nonlinearity of
the NP optical properties in dielectrics. Such
composite materials were fabricated by Ag-ion
implantation into epoxy resins [119,167], PET
[151,168] and PMMA [169]. Optical absorption
spectra of PMMA irradiated by silver ions with vari-
ous fluencies are presented in Fig. 26 [169]. For
comparison, polymer samples were also implanted
by Xe+ ions. As seen in Fig. 26a, absorption of
PMMA increases with xenon fluence due to the
polymer carbonisation as discussed above.
Implantation of Ag+ ions not only causes the
carbonisation but also leads to the formation of metal
NPs. SPR bands can be clearly seen in Fig. 26b.
For the lowest ion fluence, the maximum of this
band is near 420 nm and it shifts towards longer
wavelengths (up to ~550-600 nm) with fluence in-
creasing. The shift is accompanied by the band
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Fig. 26. Optical absorption spectra of PMMA im-
planted by (a) 30 keV Xe+ and (b) Ag+ ions with
fluences of (1) 3 1015, (2) 6 1015, (3) 2.5 1016, (4)
5 1016, and (5) 7.5 1016 cm -2. Spectra of
unimplanted PMMA and silica glass with Ag NPs
formed by implantation are presented for compari-
son. According to [169].
Fig. 27. Calculated extinction spectra of Ag NPs in
PMMA as a function of particle size (2R means
diameter). According to [169].
broadening. For the comparison, Fig. 26b also
shows the spectrum for inorganic silica glass irradi-
ated by silver ions under the same implantation
conditions [170]. Particle size distributions in the
SiO2 and PMMA are nearly the same. SiO2 has the
refractive index close to that of PMMA. However,
the band associated with Ag NPs in the glass is
much more narrow and intense.
Very similar results for silver-implanted polymers
are obtained by Boldyryeva et al. Ag+ ion implantation
with energy of 60 keV into PMMA and PC causes
formation of NPs and characteristic SPR bands
appear in the optical spectra [99,171]. These bands
are pretty wide and they demonstrate the red shift
of the maximum from ca. 2.6 eV to 2.2-2.3 eV (from
ca. 475 to ca. 540-560 nm) with the fluence increase
from 3x1016 to 3x1017 cm-2. Cu- ions implanted to
high fluencies into high-density PE, PS, and PC
also cause SPR bands in the spectra [172]. The
bands are centred around 2 eV (ca. 620 nm). How-
ever, the band intensities are very low and one needs
the fluencies  1x1017 cm-2 to resolve them. There-
fore, it is difficult to say anything about the red shift.
To clarify the reasons of the SPR band shift and
its broadening for the cases of silver implantation
the modelling was carried out. Optical spectra of
spherical metal NPs embedded in various dielectric
media can be simulated in terms of the Mie
electromagnetic theory (see for instance [173]),
which allows one to estimate the extinction cross
section ext for a light incident on a particle. ext can
be represented as a sum of cross-sections related
to the absorption abs and elastic scattering sca. It
can be found from Lambert-Beer law
I I
n h
0
ext
1
1 exp ,  (6)
where I0 and I are the intensity of the incident light
and its loss, respectively, n is the density of NPs in
the layer and h is its thickness. Optical density,
OD, of the specimens can be found as OD = -lg(I/
I0).
Simulated extinction spectra of Ag NPs embed-
ded in PMMA are shown in Fig. 27 [169]. This mod-
elling reproduces rather well the experimental cases
of low-fluences (curves 1-3 in Fig. 26b). For higher
implantation fluences, the carbonisation must be
considered. This situation was modelled by con-
structing the core-shell systems where the core is
Ag NP and the shell is amorphous carbon. Optical
extinction spectra of Ag NPs with a fixed size of the
core (4 nm) and a varying thickness of the carbon
shell (from 0 to 5 nm) are shown in Fig. 28 [169].
The maximum of SPR band shifts from 410 nm to
approximately 510 nm with increase of the shell
thickness. Simultaneously, the SPR band intensity
decreases. This behaviour agrees with the evolu-
tion of experimental spectra at fluencies 16
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Fig. 28. Calculated extinction spectra of Ag NPs of
fixed diameter (4 nm) covered by amorphous carbon
shell in PMMA as a function of shell thickness.
According to [169].
ion/cm2 (see Fig. 26b). Qualitatively similar results
were obtained for PI implanted by high fluencies of
Au+ ions [121]. Fig. 15 shows the formation of gold
NPs in the shallow polymer layer. Modelling of the
core-shell (Au-C) structures using Mie theory dem-
onstrated a red shift of the SPR band and dumping
of its intensity.
Thus, the cases of noble metal NPs in polymers
are among those mostly studied for the SPR phe-
nomenon. However, quite recently it was demon-
strated that Ti NPs formed in PS matrix using
plasma immersion ion implantation can also exhibit
characteristic absorption band in UV region at 337
nm [174]. This study is of considerable interest be-
cause Ti NPs are important elements for the pro-
duction of waveguide layers, optical filters and some
other optical applications.
4.3. Magnetic properties
Pristine polymers are in most cases diamagnetic
materials. Only some of them, for example, PI and
poly(ether sulfone) reveal a weak signal of electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) with g = 2.0025 due
to a nonhomogeneous electron interaction caused
by the heteroatoms in the polymer chain [57,175].
Ion implantation of polymers results in massive
rupture of chemical bonds, formation of free radi-
cals and conjugated systems associated with the
carbonaceous phase. Therefore, electronic struc-
ture of the implanted layers undergoes significant
change leading to the appearance of paramagnetic
properties. EPR spectra of polymers implanted to
moderate or high fluences typically show an isotro-
pic singlet with g-value of 2.0025 which is close to
that of free electron (2.0023) [2,73,134,139]. This
value also coincides (within the error) with values of
2.0026 and 2.0027 that are characteristic of con-
ducting and pyrolised polymers [176-178]. This fact
indicates the similarity of paramagnetic centres in
various carbon-based materials and for different
methods of treatment. However, the radiation-dam-
age-related change of the paramagnetic behaviour
goes beyond the scope of this paper: more details
on this topic can be found elsewhere [69]. Below,
we mostly focus on the properties of metal-implanted
polymers, in particular, on the change of the mag-
netic properties due to the embedding of ferromag-
netic impurities. It is worth noting that investigation
of magnetic properties of such systems is still un-
der development. After first publications on ferromag-
netic properties of metal-implanted polymers in the
sults on this subject showed up only in the middle
erties of transition metal NPs synthesised in poly-
mers by implantation has been under intensive
study.
For the case of transition metals such as iron,
cobalt or nickel, the ensemble of metal NPs formed
in the implanted layer of polymer may behave as a
thin layer of ferromagnetic continuum due to strong
magnetic dipolar coupling between the particles. The
magnetic percolation transition in this films may be
observed by ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)
measurements [32,33,124,181-183]. The transition
occurs if concentration of the magnetic NPs is high
enough and strength of the interparticle coupling is
comparable with Zeeman energy of the NPs in the
external magnetic field [35]:
i i
i
i i
m m
m H
r
1
mean3
, 1
,

 (7)
where mi is the magnetic moment of individual NP
and ri is the average distance between the NPs,
Hmean ~ 3300 G is the mean resonance field of the
individual magnetic NP. In the ferromagnetic con-
tinuum approximation the resonance field for two
limiting orientations of the magnetic field with respect
set of equations [184]:
r H
r r H
h g H M
h g H H M
4 0 ,
4 90 ,

 
 (8)
where h is Plank constant,  is the resonance fre-
quency, Hr is the resonance magnetic field,  is
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Bohr magneton and M is the magnetisation for two
orientations of plane of the implanted layer, parallel
(H = 0
o) and perpendicular (H = 90
o), in respect to
the magnetic field. These equations give a possibility
to extract both the g-value and magnetisation.
For the iron-implanted polymers the effective g-
value is calculated to be 2.1 0.1 which is close to
typical g-value of bulk iron film [35]. For the Fe-
implanted silicone polymer, PET and PI, the FMR
signal was found for the fluences  2.5 1016 cm-2
that correlates with the TEM data on the NPs
nucleation. Intensity of the signal increases with
fluence (Fig. 29) while the spectra gains strong
anisotropy [123]. The resonance line shifts to low-
or high-field range depending on the sample
orientation in the magnetic field and amplitude of
the signal changes non-monotonically. The
phenomenon qualitatively resembles the anisotropy
behaviour of the FMR signal of the continuous thin
magnetic films, where the value of resonance field
depends on the film orientation in the magnetic field
[185]. Measurements of angular dependence of the
effective anisotropy allow concluding that the iron-
implanted polymers exhibit uniaxial out-of-plane type
of anisotropy; magnetisation of the composite layer
is directed in plane with the surface [35]. From the
hysteresis behaviour of FMR spectra for the poly-
mers implanted by Fe+ ions a remanent
magnetisation values were found for room
temperature (Fig. 29) [35,123,128]. These graphs
give an estimate of magnetic percolation transition
for fluencies above 6.0 1016 cm-2.Temperature-de-
pendent SQUID measurements of the iron-implanted
PET clearly showed transitions between the ferro-
magnetic and superparamagnetic states [186]. For
fluence of 5.0 1016 cm-2, the blocking temperature
Tb was found to be ca. 30K. Above this tempera-
ture, the samples are in the superparamagnetic
state. With fluence increase Tb increases too that
corresponds to larger sizes of NPs and higher metal
filling factor. Samples implanted with fluencies 
1.0 1017 cm-2 demonstrate pure ferromagnetic
behaviour in a whole temperature range.
Magnetoresistive measurements show good corre-
lation between the electrical and magnetic proper-
ties of these samples in terms of percolation of the
nucleated iron NPs at fluences above 7.5 1016
cm-2 [22]. This finding agrees quite well with the
estimation of the magnetic percolation transition
shown in Fig. 29 for different types of polymers.
Magnetic response of Co NPs synthesised by
implantation in polymers is much weaker compared
to the Fe ones. The cobalt-epoxy nanocomposites
Fig. 29. Dependence of magnetisation on ion fluence
for various polymers implanted by 40 keV Fe+ ions.
According to [35].
show the FMR signal for implantation fluences as
high as 1.8 1017 cm-2 at ion current density of 4 A/
cm2 [132,181]. Co-implanted PI represents the
ferromagnetic properties only after subsequent
thermal annealing or for the case of implantation at
high ion current densities (8 and 12 A/cm2) [34]
which is a sort of equivalence to annealing. The
granular metal layer in the as-implanted sample
consists of small cobalt NPs in a superparamagnetic
state at room temperature. Orientation of the
magnetic moments of the particles is affected by
thermal fluctuations. Hence, the signal of magnetic
resonance can be observed only if the frequency of
the fluctuations decreases below the magnetic reso-
nance frequency, i.e. at low temperatures. Indeed,
FMR signal was found for samples implanted with
fluences of 1.25 1017 and 1.50 1017    cm-2 at ion
current density of 4 A/cm2 at low temperature of
100K. FMR signal for the annealed samples can be
explained by coagulation and coalescence of the
cobalt granules. The magnetic moments of these
agglomerated particles are strongly magnetically
cal size beyond which orientations of the magnetic
moments are nearly static compared to the
magnetoresonance measurement time. FMR study
is in good agreement with the magnetoresistance
effect (dielectric side of IMT) for PI samples implanted
with fluence of 1.25x1017 cm-2 at ion current density
of 4 A/cm2 while the samples implanted with the
same fluence but at higher ion currents (8 and 12
20 V.N. Popok
A/cm2) leading to higher temperatures demonstrate
magnetoresistive effect is also found by Tian-Xiang
et al. for the similar implantation conditions of co-
balt into PI, see Fig. 30 [189].
5. CONCLUSIONS
Ion implantation is a powerful and versatile tool for
modification of polymers. Control of the implantation
energy, fluence and ion specie is key point for the
obtaining of materials with required parameters. One
also needs a clear understanding of physical
processes taking place in polymers under the
implantation. The paper presents a systematic
analysis of numerous data on various aspects of
ion bombardment of organic materials. This analy-
sis covers the structural and compositional changes
of polymers which are represented in terms of com-
plex radiothermolysis phenomenon. The importance
to consider carbonisation processes is especially
emphasised.
Reviewing the studies on distribution of the im-
planted species shows that one needs to consider
dynamical change of the polymer composition and
structure as well as diffusion of the impurities in
order to correctly predict the final depth profiles.
Nucleation of metal nanoparticle is a special case
of high-fluence implantation of metal ions. The
nanoparticle formation is governed by the local metal
concentration and metal diffusion coefficient as well
as by parameters of the polymer material such as
density, composition and viscosity.
Fig. 30. Dependence of magnetoresistance on in-
duction of magnetic field for PI implanted with
1.25x1017 and 1.75x1017 cm-2. Reprinted with per-
Structural and composition alterations of the
implanted polymer layers result in drastic change
of chemical and physical properties. For instance,
tuning the polymer conductance by ion implanta-
tion is of great importance. Polymer materials can
be used as active elements of electronic devices.
Disadvantage of the radiation-modified polymers is
in low mobility of charge carriers. However, low prices
and specific properties as plasticity and suppleness
as well as stable dependence of the conductance
on temperature give them an advantage to be used
for fabrication of resistors, varistors and temperature
sensors [4]. Formation of the buried carbonaceous
conductive layer in the polymer matrix by means of
implantation demonstrates a possibility to fabricate
transistor-like electronic switches operating in AC
mode [90]. By utilising the piesoresistive properties
of the implanted polymers the strain gauges were
produced [25,190].
Control of optical properties of polymers by im-
plantation gives an impulse for fabrication of
passive optical devises such as filters, waveguides,
coatings for lenses etc. The synthesis of metal par-
ticles in polymer media by ion implantation opens a
new area of materials science with perspectives for
nanophotonics, plasmonics and non-linear optics.
Polymer composites containing metal nanoparticles
can also be used as gas and humidity sensors [191,
192]. Modification of surfaces and formation of the
specific centres allows introducing the implantation-
modified polymers into biology and medicine rang-
ing from biocompatible materials to biosensors and
biological devices [20].
Thus, both the capability of ion implantation tech-
nique and the acquired knowledge of physical and
chemical processes accompanying implantation
demonstrate good perspectives for practical
utilisation of radiation-modified organic materials and
metal/polymer nanocomposites.
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